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Optimization Algorithm Worksheet

Optimizing Your Campaigns:
Once your campaigns are running, it’s tempting to want to check them every few minutes and 
tweak them so you can start seeing profitable results right away...AVOID THAT TEMPTATION.  

In order to create scalable marketing campaigns, you need data to see which ads are 
getting the most interaction, how your landing pages are performing, and the quality of 
leads or sales that are being produced.

These decisions can’t be made based on a few dozen clicks; you need to have a system for 
evaluating the performance of your campaigns and a decision tree of what to do if you see 
a particular result.

That’s exactly what this document is for.

These are our rules for evaluating campaign performance and the potential decisions we 
make based on what we’re seeing.  It’s an algorithm that takes the thinking out of it and 
lets the numbers do the talking.

We highly recommend you follow this algorithm (or something very close to it) while you 
are cutting your teeth.  The WORST thing any media buyer can do is go off of “gut feelings.”  
We’ve been doing this a long time and every time we go off our gut, it bites us in the ass.

Once you’ve built a few solid campaigns with scale to them and/or start to specialize in 
a particular vertical or ad network, you may create an optimization algorithm for yourself 
that differs from ours; that’s cool!

We’re not here to say our way is the only way...just that you need SOME way that’s based 
in logic and operates based off the numbers.

If you run into any problems or need some help troubleshooting your campaigns, our 
community of pros are always available to answer questions inside of AdSkills’ Pro League.  

Note, this is an additional cost that is NOT included with courses and comes with a 30 
Day Money Back guarantee; so if you don’t get the value you’re looking for, you’ll get your 
money back.
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Rule #1: The 72 Hour Rule:

The 72 Hour Rule is a very important one on our team; for the first 72 hours of a campaign, 
no one is allowed to touch anything.

I’ll admit, this is EXTREMELY difficult to do as we all want to do everything within our power 
to get things performing right away.  Even worse, if you have clients and they like to look 
at the accounts, you’ll get messages like “But we’ve already spent $100 and haven’t seen 
any sales; let’s turn it off.”

No one likes to lose money but you’re not just throwing money into a black hole with no 
plan...you’re investing it to see what the numbers look like inside of your funnel.

You need to see which creatives are performing well, what your costs-per-click are, and the 
conversion ratios at each step of your funnel.  Right now you are looking for BOTTLENECKS 
that are preventing your funnel from producing profit.

**Feel free to use that EXACT language if you have an antsy client.**

On top of this, ad networks utilize algorithms and machine learning to deliver the best 
results for their clients.  While these pieces of technology are very smart, they TOO, need 
data to deliver better results.

72 hours is a HARD SET rule for not touching your campaigns; obey it and you’ll have data 
you can actually use to determine what to do next.

Exceptions To Rule #1:

Like any rule, there are a few cases that are exceptions where you are allowed to make 
adjustments:

1. Are your ads delivering?  (If not, increase budget and check targeting)
2. Are your tracking links working? (If not, replace and restart)
3. Do GA & the ad network have similar numbers? (If not, pause and troubleshoot)

Outside of these three cases, let the campaigns run without interference so you can have 
data that will allow you to make intelligent decisions.
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Milestone #1: 72 Hours In:

Once you’ve reached the 72 hour mark, it’s time to review your data, cut the losers (which 
could be everything) and keep the winners.

You’ll start out at the campaign level and work your way in:

1. If your campaign spent over 5x your target CPA and had no conversions, CUT IT.

2. If any of your ad groups or ads spent 3x your target CPA with no conversions, CUT IT.

3. Reallocate your budget to the remaining campaigns and continue tests.

A few things you’ll want to note at this stage:

1. Which ads are producing best?  Go make more ads similar to them & split test.

2. What are your current CPCs?  Your funnel calculator will tell you the CVR you need.

3. Is your current CVR near the target from the previous question?

4. If not, what steps in the funnel have the biggest dropoffs that you can fix?

Amateur media buyers report back with vanity stats and rosey pictures, pros come back 
with a wins and areas that need work; be a pro!

What-If Questions:

A few questions that frequently pop up at this stage are:

1. Why didn’t I spend my whole budget?  Targeting was too narrow, expand & retest.

2. My results are just so-so, should I continue? Absolutely.  You are rarely profitable now.

3. My results are poor, what should I do? Consider retooling your offer.

Remember, traffic is an auction so you can improve your traffic costs minorly but the major 
cost optimizations come WITHIN your funnel.
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Milestone #2: 1 Week In:

After your 72 hour cuts, your best performing ads will have an additional 96 hours to run to 
gather more data and determine if your funnel is set up to produce profit for you.  Now is 
the time to be very critical of both your campaigns AND your funnel.

The metrics you’ll use to evaluate your performance:

1. If any campaign, ad group, or ad spent 3x your target CPA & the actual CPA was 150% of 
your target, CUT IT.  

- The ability to reduce costs by more than 50% is very difficult.  Can it be done?  Yes...but 
often times it’s less work to find new targeting that produces better results.

2. Reallocate remaining budget to your winners (if any are left).

Can your funnel make this work?:

You are now at the stage where you need to take a hard look in the mirror and determine 
if the existing funnel has the chance to be profitable.  If you have a small gap to close, keep 
on optimizing using the steps below.  If the numbers are way off, you or your client needs 
to work on their funnel or try a different traffic source.

Analyses To Run:

If your funnel is currently profitable or near it, the best way to continue to increase your 
profitability is to analyze a few important factors utilizing your Google Analytics data.  I’ve 
laid out the key analyses below; the instructions for performing them are inside the course.

1. Gender & Age Analysis: Identify top converters and remove others from campaigns.

2. Device Analysis: Identify top converters and remove others from campaigns.

3. Geography Analysis: Identify top 20 cities/states & narrow campaigns to these.

Reallocate your budget to these new campaigns and run for the next 3 weeks to see if you 
can keep profitably performing with your best targeting.  If you are seeing success, you can 
slowly add budget (10% max) daily.
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Milestone #3: 1 Month In:

Most people think that after a week of data and seeing positive results that it’s time to 
scale to the moon; that’s a common misconception.  Yes, you can start increasing your 
budget when you’ve found solid campaigns but a week’s worth of data doesn’t tell you one 
of the most important pieces of campaigns; how TIME affects them.

While we all like to feel we are the gods of the marketing world and can optimize all, human 
nature has a huge hand in our ability to scale campaigns profitably so we need to know 
how our audience’s habits affect conversion.

We want to know the hours during the day and the days of the week that generate the 
most profit for our business and avoid the “down times.”

This is known as “time-parting” and is a very important tool in a professional media buyer’s 
toolbox.  Amateurs think they can spend all hours of every day and consistently drive profit; 
it’s possible but pretty rare.

More often than not, you’ll have specific timeframes and days that produce the majority 
of your profit; if you advertise in the “down times,” you’ll typically just eat into your profits.

Important Notes:

While time parting can be extremely helpful in maximizing profit, I want to discuss two 
important notes about it:

1. Withdrawing from the auction:

There are debates about whether turning your ads off completely during down times is a 
bad idea as your ads can lose their spots in the auction and cause your prices to go up.  If 
you have relevant ads with good CTRs, you’ll win your spot back...but if you’re worried about 
it, use bid adjustments rather than turning them off completely.

2. Not all platforms allow for timeparting:

Some platforms allow you to turn your ads on and off, some allow you to alter your bids 
during down times, and some don’t offer anything at all...that’s the way the cookie crumbles.
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Closing Notes:

If there’s one thing you take away from this resource, it’s the importance of letting the 
numbers speak for themselves.  You need DATA to make decisions and that means you 
need to leave the campaigns alone to do their thing.

Your role in this is to make sure the algorithms are getting the data they need, to optimize 
to the best performing options quickly, and to put out fires as they arise.

If you have any issues with optimization or need some professional help to get you through 
a stick situation, check out the AdSkills Pro League.

It’s a community of professional media buyers who do this stuff on a daily basis and are 
more than happy to share their experiences to help you get to where you want to go.

Please note, it is NOT included with our courses (meaning it’s an additional cost) but it 
comes with a 30 Day Money Back Guarantee.  If you don’t get the help you need, you 
shouldn’t have to pay for it!
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